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Updated in a new 8th edition,Ã‚Â  Public Speaking: An Audience-Centered Approach brings theory

and practice together. Its distinctive and popular approach emphasizes the importance of analyzing

and considering the audience at every point in the speech making process. This model of public

speaking is the foundation of the book, and it guides the reader through the step-by-step process of

public speaking, focusing their attention on the dynamics of diverse audiences, and narrowing the

gap between practice and the real world.
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This did not come with access to the REVEL program as advertised. This makes it useless to me for

my college class. It took almost 2 weeks for the seller to respond to me and they told me I had to

contact the manufacturer.

This book is for my class and sincerely just reading it stresses me...having to write a speech when

you are not a native speaker is already tough, but to speak in front of native speakers who have to

make efforts to understand your accent..Anyway it is too early to rate this book, patience.

Didn't use txt book much in class, but it has some great tips and information

My rental came on time but it was faced upside down with the front few pages folded, thus the front

page was folded on the top. As you can see from the edges it's quite ripped and the pages are worn



out. But, it's kind of expected from a used rental book. However, I've seen better but I can't hate it!

It was the right book, in decent condition considering a rental.4 stars because i have not finished

reading, but it is not a boring book,it keeps the readers attention, and defines in exact terms.i like

the book for this reason, it also has ex. and photos.(i guess i am a picture kind of person)i would

definitely recommend, of course if its required and just to have moreof a feel of what communication

really is, and gain some confidence.p.sgreat argument builder for people who have to the nag to

debate. :)

I was really excited to see this textbook on . I thought that the textbook publisher finally adopt the

ebook format. However, this book is just a pdf wrapped inside an  format. That means if you want

the text to appear bigger, you have to zoom in and scroll back and forth. And also the Kindle app

does not work that great for this book comparing to other apps I have used for reading pdf.

This book just arrived today as a rental and its actually a brand new book still sealed and

everything. The  rental program has been a real money saver and not a single book we have gotten

has been in unusable shape. If you are going back to school, dont hesitate to save yourself a lot of

money and rent!

This is a Loose-Leaf version, even tho it deceptively reads [Hardcover]. Just beware of that one fact

. . .I should've known better considering it was an "A la-Carte" version, but i expected the

[Hardcover] description to mean it had a binder included or something of the sort.It gets 2 stars

because of the description, the disappointment and the lack of any real resell value.
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